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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Location and Access 

The Mt. Brussifof Magnesite mine is fccated within Mining Lease M31, immediately north of 
the confluence of the Mitchell River and Assiniboine Creekapproximately 35 km northeast of 
Radium Hot Springs in the East Kootenay District of British Columbia. ( see Figure #l 
“‘Location Map”) The property is crossed by latitude 50”47’N and longitude 1 1 ? 41 ‘W. 

Access to the mine site is by Provincial Highway 93 to Settlers Road in Kootenay National 
Park. Settlers Road leads south-southeast along the valley of the Kootenay River. At a 
distance of 12 kilometers the Palliser road turns east off Settlers Road to the 14 km mark. The 
Cross River road trends northeast along the south side of the Cross River Valley to the 32 km 
mark The Mitchell River road turns northward toward the mine at the 38 km mark. (see Figure 
# 2, “Regional Location Map” ) 

The gravel road which is maintained year round by Baymag is 38 km in length from the highway 
to the mine site. 

1.2 Previous work 

The current pmperty is comprised of 461 contiguous claims in the Golden Mining Diiision.(see 
Ftgure #3, “Baymag Claims Map’? 

The magnesite occurrence was first discovered by G.B. Leech of the Geological Survey of 
Canada who was conducting a mapping pmgram in the area. Grab samples, taken during the 
program, assayed up to 97% magnesfte. As a resutt of the Leech report, New Jersey Zinc 
Exploration Canada Ltd. staked the area and conducted a mapping and diamond drill program. 
Imperial Oil Enterprises alsc investigated the area but no additional work was performed. 
Baykal Minerals Ltd. conducted a mapping program in 1969 whiih resulted in acquisition of 
additional claims to bring the total to 278. Baykal Minerals arranged with New Jersey Zinc 
Exploration Canada Ltd. to conduct mining on their claims. 

Following the completion of field work in 1969 to 1970 which included diamond drilling 
programs, a production feasbilky report was completed by Acres Western Limited of 
Vancouver for Baykal Minerals Ltd. 

During 1971, Brussilof Resources Limited and Baykal Minerals Ltd. amalgamated to form 
Baymag Mines Co. Limited. 

The property was optioned to Canadian Exploration Limited (CANEX) in 1972. CANEX 
conducted a field orientation program which included 2819.4 meters of diamond drilling to bring 
the total length then drilled on the property to 5,255 meters. Geological mapping of specific 
areas was also completed. 

In 1975 a 250 mt bulk sample was shipped to Refratechnik a major German producer of 
refractory products, who showed interest in securing a raw material source. Crushed material 
was then forwarded to the research and manufacturing companies of KHD, Lorgi, and Polysius 
for research into developing a modern technology for calcining and dead-burning Mt. Brussilof 
type ore. 
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In 1979 Baymag Mines Co. Limited, a subskfiary of Refratechnik GmbH of West Germany, 
contracted Techman Ltd. and Kilbom Engineering (B.C.) Ltd. to m-evaluate the feasiiifity 
of bringing the magneaite deposit into production. The evaluation involved surveys, 130 
meters of percussion drilling. 75 meters of shallow diamond drilling and bulk sample extraction. 
A 100 ton sample of magnesite was extracted from a site on Rok 17 (now mine lease M31) 
and shipped to a crusher to be reduced to a minus 10 millimeter mesh. The crushed sample 
was then shipped to Nichols Engineering and Research in New Jersey to be dead burnt. The 
dead burnt material was bdquettsd for further testing. 

In 1981 Baymag entered into a contractual agreement with John Wolfe Construction Co. Ltd. 
to operate the mine and also to be responsible for ore supply to the production phnt at 
Exshaw, Alberta, a facilii leased from Canada Cement Lafarge. 

During 1984, eight exploration hole-s totaling a length of 731.5 meters of dfmond drilling was 
completed on the Rok 17 claim. The core was descriptively logged, sampled and assayed. 

A major exploration program was conducted in 1987, the purpose of which was to 
investigate the extension of the known magnesite deposit up-slope from the current pit 
development and further delineate and evaluate the quality and quantity of the ore in the 
immediate vicinity of the active mining operations. Thirty-four diamond drill holes totaling 
2707 meters were drilled, logged. sampled and assayed. 

A smaller exploration program was conducted in 1989 in two areas of the claim block. In the 
area proximal to the current mine development, the goal was to further delineate and evaluate 
the qualii and quantity of ore immediately north of the known reserves. Feeen shallow 
diamond drill hofes totaling 273 meters were drilled, logged, sampled and assayed. The other 
area of interest was near the confluence of the Cross and Mitchell Biters on the southern Vano 
claims (now Bay 19 & 21 cfaims). Ten shallow diamond drill holes totaling 110 meters were 
drilled, logged, sampfed and assayed. 

The following year Baymag acquired new gmund up the Akanterra, Assiniboine and 
Aurora Creeks bringing the total number of claims to 461 units. 

A small percussion drfll hofe program was conducted in 1990 with the goal of delineating zones 
of contaminati near the little explored upper pk area. A total of 370 meters was drilled, 
sampled and assayed. lt became evident that these localized contamination zones greatly 
influence the direction of pit development. Future drill end assay programs will be targeted 
toward these structures. 

Eiiht shalbw percussion holes were drilti in the summer of 1991 to further delineate the 
zones of contamination in the north section of the upper pit. A total of 166 m were drilled, 
kgged and assayed 

A diamond drilling program consisting of 16 holes was drilled in the summer of 1992. A 
total of 950 m was drilled concentrated in an area immediately north of the upper pk. The 
program hoped to delineate new reserves and determine Mure pft development. 

A small exploration program was conducted in 1993 on the Bay-21 claim. Three diamond drill 
holes totaling 182 meters were drilled, togged, sampled and assayed. 

At the end of the 1993 exploration program a total of 27 percussion holes and 145 diamond 
drill hofes had been drilled on the property. This brings the total length diamond drilled to 
10,280 meters and total percussion drilling to 500 meters. 
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Commercial scale mining started in the second quarter of 1982 and has increased dramatically 
since then. The Saymag mine is an open pit operation which is run year mund and currently 
producee 200,000 mtpy of high qualky magnestte ore. 

1.3 Geological Summary of Orebody 

The genesis of the deposit is thought to be replacement of a fine grained grey dolomite by 
magnesite with most likely several phases of replacement and/or recrystallization occurring. The 
ore is generally white to pale grey in colour and is coarsefy crystalline. The orebody is a 
relatively homogenous high grade depceit viewed on a large scale. Closer examination, 
predominantly by chemical analysis. have identified that broad irregular zones of contaminants 
occur through such forms as veining, Hilling of fractures and within the magnesite matrix itself. 
The value of these contaminants and the form in which they occur play a key role in determining 
whether the material is considered as straight ore, complimentary ore, marginal ore or waste. 

The components of vein material are generally fine grained pyrite anchor aphanitic white 
dofomite. Veins occur as irregularly oriented structures with individual veins swefling to 
thickness’ of 10 cm and pinching out to nothing. Some veins, especially pyrite, tend to form in 
swarms covering areas tens of meters wide. 

In-filling of fractures occurs in thickness’ up to 5 cm and generally occurs as a light bmwn silty 
clay material, aphanitic white dolomite or as pyrite. Minor occurrences of palygorskite can 
sometimes be seen coating fracture walls. The fractures are generally narrow efongated cun+ 
planar structures with locaf deviations of strike and dii. An invisble chemical halo often brackets 
the more visible fracture. These halos pinch and swell in a similar manner as veining but on a 
larger scale. 

The interstitial or in-matrix contaminants are comprised of thin coatings of calcite or dolomite 
between magnesfte crystals or as a simple Ca ion exchange within the crystal lattice itself. This 
form of contamination is the most broad four, covering areas as wide as 100 meters. Wtih 
sufficient drilling, these areas can now be generally classified in the complimentary and 
marginal ore types as contaminant values are usually less than occur in the other forms of 
contamination. 

The competitive market and specific end uses of magnesite places great importance on the 
chemical specification of the product. Somewhat unique to industrial mine&r and magnesite in 
parttcutar is the requirement of continually meeting a set grade specification without receiving 
any bonus for surpassing it. Material under spec on the other hand, has a very sharp value 
cutoff and is essentially valueless mere tenths of a percent below spec. Most if not all natural 
deposits rarely conform to such strict boundaries (e.g. some material within the deposit is above 
spec. some right at spec and some below.) As a result before mining can be contempfated, a 
complex and feasfble sequence of blending ore quality and ore type have to be determined. The 
Brussikd deposit is somewhat lucky in this respect in that chemicai analysis of the orebcdy has 
confirmed that some inverse grade relationships exist. For example, when the ore has iron 
values above spec the calcium values are often consistentfy below spec and vice versa. Other 
similar relationships exist with other element pairs to a lessor degree. Saymag has initiated a 
complementary ore pile strategy in order to capitalize on this characteristic. Complimentary 
material from different blasts are mutinefy Mended together to achieve a unifon product exactly 
at the spec level thereby optimizii usage of the deposit.(a high iron bw cafofum blast which by 
itself would be waste is blended with a low iron high calcium which again by itself would be waste 
resulting in on-spec ore) (the right waste with its correct complimentary waste results in ore) 
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Results from blasthole assaying in areas of broad contamination enable quality control to design 
Mending scenarios which resuft in the selective sorting and subsequent salvage of material 
otherwise destined for the waste dump. 

The varying nature of the joint orientation (dip and direction) as well as change in mineral 
content, the halo effect and the Lackof visibility in the floor have made the reliance on chemical 
analysis crucial. 
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2.0 DETAILED TECHNICAL DATA AND INTERPRETATION 

2.1 Purpose 

The main objectives of the blasthofe analysis program are: 

. to evaluate and model current Masthole rounds and thereby assist qualky 
control at the mine 

. to uee coflated bfastholes by benches to aid in Mure davefopment decisions 

2.2 Methodotogy 

Blastholes are set out in grid styfe approxfrnstefy in a 2.5 X 2.5 meter pattern. An air-track 
peroussion drill is used to drill 6 meter deep holes. The cuttings of each hole are examined and 
collected into a sample bag and tagged with a four digit sample number. After drilling is 
completed the pattern is surveyed. 

The blasthole samples are assayed for MgO and four prominent contamination elements 
found at the mine; CaO, FeeOa, Afs03 and 90,. Samples of each round are collected daify 
and taken to the Bayrmg Lab in Exshaw, Alberta for analysis. 

The analyses are merged with their associated survey locations and entered in the 
blasthole module database. Blasthole assays are interpreted in several stages. 

When first sampled, they are used as the primary database for modeling their associated 
round. The blast is mod&d with this data using a gao-statistiil kriiing technique. Linear 
features and zones of contaminatktn can generally be seen in the pattern. This information is 
passed to quality control at the mine to assist in ore extraction. 

The assays are also used at a later date on a much larger scale. All assays belonging to a 
single bench are plotted together in one amalgamated bench map similar to figure # 5, but with 
each of the element values (Ca, Fe...) not sample numbers. The plot may consist of up to 1CIO 
separate rounds. These Hash-role bench plans help in pradiiing what the nexl bench below 
might bring and how best to plen its extractiin. Mine geologists also keep a record of linear 
and zonal features (joints, faults...). This is important as these features are very cfkfiiufi if not 
impossible tovisuaffydiscemon the pit floor. The feature’s trend and coordinates can be 
ascertainad from these plans and entered into a survey instrument and its posftion marked 
accurately in the fiefd. 

2.3 Data 

A total of 1398 samples were collected and analyzed from the lower pit area of Mining Lease 
M31 during the report period of June 1, 1999 to May 1,2OW. The samples were taken from 
bench 45 at elevatiin 1348.. The sample location map is provided to locate from where the 
cuttings were obtained. (see figure t 5, “Plan Map - Sample Lrxatiine” ) Two samples are 
taken from each location, one from the toe at elevation at 1348 and one at the mid-bench 
elevation at 1351. (see Appendix A for the individual assay sheets) The assays are groupad 
by indiildual bfast and then sample number. Sample information include-s sample number. 
unit number, casting. northing, elevation and grade values for MgO, CaO, Fa20a, Af20a and 
sii*. 
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2.4 interpretation 

The following is a summary of conditions encountered during the assaying program as 
presented herein. The information represents a preliminary assessment of geological 
conditions which could have an effect on the continued development and production in the 
area. In order to facilitate the quality control process, a total of 1398 holes were drilled and 
analyzed Assay results from these blastholes are instrumental in the delineation of otherwise 
undetectable contamination zones necessary in the modeling process to help quality control at 
the mine as well as for determining the direction of future development in forthcoming 
benches. 

Nine diamond drill holes drilled in previous years, which ultimatety result in the calculation of 
mineable reserves and the design of the mineable pit, can only be used to produce a general 
mining sequence. They lack the detail and accuracy to develop sophisticated blending scenarios 
adopted at the mine to maximize ore usage. 

Hole C-23 drilled in the south end of the report area, revealed waste with assays of calcium over 
3 percent and iron over 4 percent. The more detailed and closely spaced assays derived from 
this year’s drilling approaching the diamond drill hole from the north are returning assays with a 
mixture of high grade zones mixed in with scattered pockets of elevated calcium and iron. 

Hole D-34 located eighty meters north of C-23, produced results with acceptable calcium grades, 
but the iron content was nearing one percent. The more localized drilling produced results with 
elevated calcium as well as a smaller area showing increased iron values. 

Hole E-13 only ten meters north of D-34 had poor recovery of the core which resulted in un- 
assayable material. Crumbled core usually indicates a geological feature with the inclusion of 
elements other than magnesium. 

Hole C-14 twenty-five meters west of hole E-13 gave the indication that there was ore grade 
magnesfte in the area which was positively confirmed by the tightly spaced sampling program. 

The one hundred meter by fifty meter area delineated by the above holes had previously been 
interpreted as a zone of m&ad material.. With the information deriied from the closely spaced 
assays, it was interpreted to be a plausible ore zone with several small areas of contaminants. 

Holes D-26, E-l 1, E-12 located on the north end of the report area all contained rubble which 
was un-assayable at that particular elevation. They had been collared on the outside edge of 
the pit area in what is known as caprock. 

Hole D-27, outside the report area, but still used for interpretation reported higher iron. Assaying 
results confirmed the iron, but also outlined it as a narrow lenticuhr zone limiting it’s size 
substantially from the previous interpretation. 

Hole E-10 in the north-east cumer of the area was the only hole interpreted as acceptable for ore 
recovery in the second one hundred by fiiy meter area and was confirmed by the new assay 
results. 

A total of five east-west trending joints, two north-south oriented pints and several irregularly 
shaped pockets of calcium, iron and silica were pin-pointed in the lower pit. The analysis of the 
blasthole cuttings have established that the fiie east-west joints and two north-south joints 
crossed the orebody. Due to the nanow halo associated with the joints, all were relatively 
indistinguishable in the pit floor. Five zones of contamination described as iron, calcium, 
palygorskite, silica and dolomite were also identified by using the bhstholes results. (see Figure 
# 4 “Geological Interpretation”) 
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Joint 128 striking north-south across the pit, was assayed and identified in five different batches 
as a narrow seam of dolomite and clay. Six meters to the east, joint 133, also striking north- 
south, returned with clay and iron assays. Closer investigation revealed the presence of 
palygorsbte. 

Assays high in iron pyrite and clay were located the position of another joint identified as 127 
trending east-west across the orebody. While predominantly iron bearing, when plotted, had 
crossed both the north-south joints containing the clay minerals and had acquired some of the 
elements of the other two strudures. 

Four separate batches of samples pin-pointed an east-west structure containing clay, oxidized 
iron and dolomite. Again, where this joint, designated 126, crossed the two north-south 
structures ii had taken on elements of the larger north-south joints. 

Three extremeiy narrow joints, 124, 125 and 130, with similar elements of calcium clay were 
detected entirely by the analytical process. Only the elevated calcium chemical analysis alerted 
the geologist to the presence of these structures. 

Several complex shaped zones containing elevated contaminant levels were delineated 
throughout the orebody. 

One large obliquely shaped calcium zone approximately 40 x 30 meters appeared in bath the 
toe and mid-bench assays as well as a smaller IO x 20 sortable zone 25 meters north of the 
larger area. Both areas had calcium values of 2.20 and over by weight percent. 

Many zones of iron were pin-pointed using the blasthole assays. Fortunately, with the results of 
the assays, most of them were found to be of such low impact chemically or of such a small size 
in nature. it was possible to blend them with other elements to obtain a more homogenous 
product. 

Two larger areas were pinpointed by chemical analysis for further consideration. Visually. the 
rock appears to be higher in iron values than chemical analysis proves due to an oxidized iron 
halo surrounding the pyrite zones. The zone furthest north was lenticular in shape produced 
results over 0.6 by weight percent. A second zone to the south was larger in size. This zone 
differed in size and shape from mid-bench assays to toe assays and therefore was designated 
sortable on the Geological Interpretation Map.(see Figure #4) The intricate blending scenarios 
derived from the complex and undulating contaminant zones result in the processing of many 
pockets previously discarded before mid-bench sampling was implemented. The east side of the 
zone only showed iron in the battom half of the bench while the west side reported elevated iron 
in both the toe and ma-bench samples. 

Silica zones are small and cowaratively few compared to the other elements invading the 
orebody. Visually undetectable, assaying identifies these small areas and are easily blended off 
with other ores avoiding many potentiilty drastic and detrimental occurrences of silica invading 
the processing system. 

2.5 Conclusions 

The nine diamond drill holes previously drilled in this area in the earliest years of development, 
although informative, have proven to be somewhat misleading and lack the detail necessary for 
the in-depth quality control required in today’s MgO market. In some cases, the diamond drill 
holes suggested that unacceptably low ore grades would be found in the area, which was not the 
case. With the more closely spaced bhsthole samples, several areas of contamination were 
identified and were marked for waste removal. The remaining rock was recovered by using 
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blending techniques developed in-house. The situation, however, has in previous years proven 
to be the opposite, where diamond drill holes have predicted results better than blastholes 
indicated It is proven that the diamond drilling programs do give valuable information on 
general mine sequencing but cannot be totally relied upon to develop accurate daily ore 
production scenatios. By using the assays from closely spaced blastholes, the results give a 
comprehensive and detailed outline of the entire picture. Onb with the detail derived from this 
drilling and assaying can the existence and positions of the five east-west joints and two north- 
south trending joints in the pits as well as the numerous and diverse zones of contaminants. 
Their b&ii is marked in the field and then indicated on individual blast maps and given to the 
hoe operators 

The competitive magnesium oxide market drives the requirement to produce a homogeneous 
ore between a narrow set of specification limits. The typical nature of ore deposits rarely 
conforming to such strict boundaries created a need for Baymag to develop a complementary 
ore pile strategy. The strategy combines a complex but feasible sequence of blending scenarios 
to optimize the deposit by taking advantage of several chemical characteristics found within the 
Brussilof deposit. Chemical analysis of the orebady has confirmed that inverse grade 
relationships exist between calcium and iron. Areas of low iron I high calcium are blended with 
complimentary areas ( hgh iron I low calcium) to produce an ore material right on spec. 

Results from blasthole assaying in areas of broad low level contaminatiin enable quality control 
to design blending scenarios which result in the selective sorting of components that would, by 
themselves, be waste. The varying nature of the joint orientation as well as change in mineral 
content, the halo effect and the lackof visibility in the Roar have made assay results instrumental 
in the delineation of othetwise undetectable contamination zones necessary in the modeling 
process to aid quality control as well as for determining the direction of future development in 
forthcoming benches. 
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3.0 tTEMlZED COST STATEMENT 

The total costs incurred during the 1999 - 2ooO blasthole assaying program were as 
follows: 

TABLE 3.1 ITEMIZED COSTS 

ITEM 

Baymag Lab (Exshaw) 
MgO, CaO, Fe200, A1203, SiOa 
May 28, 1998 - April 23,1999 

GRAND TOTAL 

UNIT TOTAL 
UNIT COST QUANTITY COST 

sample $ 80 1398 $83,880 

------ 

$83.880 
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Regional Location Map 
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